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In place of the "Prez Page" •••
words to a verygood friend.

we felt it important to say a £ew

AN OPEN LETTER TO DICK CAVIN
Dear Dick.
The reality of your resignation as Editor of Hangar Echoes came
as a shock.
We've been expecting it for a couple of years now •••
maybe we Just didn't believe
You did give us a lot of warning;
it.
For over fifteen years you have contributed as much or more
than a lot of people put together.
We've had some good officers
and leaders. and a few not so ••• but all in all 168 has been. and
is.
an outstanding EAA chapter.
Much of this credit must go to
you. Sir.
Your consuming interest in everything that is going
on. your participation in chapter activities.
particularly construction proJects.
has benefitted aore people than you can
count.
Where you keep that tremendous store of knowledge.
I
don't know.
Part of it is in the hundreds of great photos you
make ••• and let us use .•• at no compensation.
Like Ernest Hemingway ••• you write our newsletter in longhand.
Then you arrange to have it typed and ready £or the printer.
Often you made plates and helped with the printing chores.
These
are mundane things that are necessary to communicate.
The
important part is what you say and how you say it.
"Dick has the
writer's touch." We all like to see our proJects and names in
print and you are an expert in this.
"Guys x. v. & Z are working
on composites.
If you are interested. call Y. he's at home hotwiring foam.
X & Z are getting ready for OSH but you still might
reach them." Dick Cavin is not Just a reporter/editor; if you go
by his house his lovely wife Lyndell will get you a cup of coffee
and tell Sampson to be quiet. then fetch Dick from the shop where
he is building a Cri-Cri.
Friends.
it's a hands-on experience.
You may not know that Dick is also a fine CFII.
It is a real
pleasure to £ly with him.
He £lies his hot little yellow T-18
like it's a 747. smooth.
From what you say.
Dick.
and from what you do ••• we know that
Chapter 168 will still thrive with your input. but you deserve
time of£ to do a few of the things with your own family that have
had to be put off.
Your second family (168) will try to use your
example and training to continue to be one of the best EAA
chapters in the country.
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KITTY-HAWK FLY-IN
1983 Hay 29
Monroe McDonald
Nothing lasts £orever, even bad weather, with which so many 0£
our previous £ly-ins had been plagued.
When the appointed day
came, the heavens parted and we had glorious sunshine, and a dry
field. Someone must have been looking out for us!
Twenty-nine aircra£t showed up on the £light line and were registered, a mix of homebuilts, antiques, and factory types.
JIM
RUSHING's MUSTANG 2, DON STOVALL's BONANZA, and JACK WINTHROP's
WACO UPF7 didn't have to come very far,
because Kittyhawk is
their home base. Jim and Don hosted the event, with lots of help
from our fly-in co-ordinator BOB CUTLER.
Homebuilts
in attendance were JIM YOUNG's FLY-BABY,
JOHN
RUSSELL's PAZMANY PL-4, my BEDE BD-4, DICK CAVIN's THORP T-18.
GUY JOE SMITH's STARDUSTER, · KEN LARSON's CHRISTEN EAGLE, WADE
MUMAW's HYPER-BIPE, LARRY GRIMM's CAVALIER, and KEN KREBAUM's
PITTS.
BOB GEREN'S excellent HOWARD DGA - 15 and the UPF-7 had the antique
class to theaselves.
Next is the ''classic" class.
These were Just ordinary airplanes
when I started flying, and it is hard to think 0£ them as rare,
valuable antiques but I guess they are.
BOB CUTLER brought his
modified CLIPPER~ DON BROOKSHIER his TAYLORCRAFT, HENRY ODLOZIL
his CHAMP. our secretary DON WILLIAMS his TRI-PACER, and treasurer BILL POWERS his CESSNA 120.
DAVIDs WILSON and PRITCHARD
were there with their CESSNA 140s, so that type was well
represented.
From outside the chapter we also had NICK OWEN's
AERONCA CHIEF and KENT ANDERSON's STINSON WAGON.
Flying in with more modern store-bought airplanes were GENE
INGRAM, BARTIE COYLE, HARVEY BEATTIE, DAVID WEBB, BILL LAWLER,
BOB ROPER, and DON & DIANNE GETRAULT.
Seen £lying by but not landing were NORM SEATON with his TR-2 and
MUTT WAY with his SWIFT.
We had such nice weather and a low-traf£ic £ield, ao there was
more £lying done and we all got to watch people bounce along the
tufted runway. That seeas the way £ly-ins are supposed to be!
The high spot of the day for me was the £lour-bombing.
I
participated as a bombardier.
I had never even seen it done
before, and it showed the first time around!
I flew in the
"path-way flight"
with BOB CUTLER.
After that we had serious
bombing with the following results:
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Avg miss

Pilot

Bombardier

Plane

D BROOKSHIER
H BEATTIE
D WILLIAHD
R CUTLER
G INGRAM
J CROOK
R ROPER
N OWEN

R SEWARD
M McDONALD
D WEBB
B MITCHELL
JERIKE
solo
D STOVALL
WHELLEN

TAYLORCRAFT
PIPER COLT
TRI-PACER
CLIPPER
C-152
PL-4
C-150
CHIEF

3'

20'
24'
28'
33'
67'
69'

169'

The first-place results were amazing, even though BOB and RON did
seell
to get somewhat closer to the target than the 100' mininun
altitude that was specified.
BRAD KITCHELL got all the little £lour sacks made up, and BRAD
and JIM RUSHING did most 0£ the marking and measuring, those Jobs
that have to be done to make something like this work.
All in all,
it was like £ly-ins are supposed to be and I
that our coordinator CUTLER and the Kittyhawk hosts did a
Job.

think
great

-.

''

Report due mid-summer

'
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Wind shear targeted for study
The National Academy of Science will
study, under contract with the Federal
Aviation Administration, the problem of
low-level wind shear and recommend
ways to reduce or eliminate the threat it
poses to aircraft.
A phenomenon characterized by
almost instantaneous reversals of wind
speed and direction, wind shear has been
targeted as the cause of several aircraft
accidents.
The $275,000 contract provides for
the Academy to establish a Joint Committee on Low-Level Wind Shear and
Hazards to Aviation. It will consist of
two separate panels - one on low-level
wind variability and the other on aircraft
performance and operations.
The panel on low-level wind variability
will:
• review the state of the existing knowledge on wind shear and variability,
including the adequacy of existing models
and research data;

• review current techniques and instrumentation for direction, measurement
and prediction of potentially hazardous
low-level wind shear;
• and recommend changes or improvements in the instrumentation, techniques
and procedures for the detection, measurement and prediction of low-level
wind shear, including any necessary further research and development.
The panei on aircraft performance and
operation will:
• review the vulnerability of current
aircraft operations to low-level wind
shear, taking into account aircraft types
and their design, construction and performance characteristics as well as the
practices and procedures of air traffic
controllers and pilots;
• review current procedures and devices for warning pilots on wind shear and
pilot training programs on wind shear;
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• and recommend changes as appropriate in operating procedures for takeoff
and landing when wind shear conditions
are present, as well as procedures for
warning pilots and the need for possible
additional research and development.
The joint committee will in turn develop a set of recommendations for
improving the ability to conduct safe aircraft operations, while taking into
account potential hazards due to lowlevel wind shear and variability.
The contract calls for the committee
to deliver a draft copy of the report to
the FAA by mid-summer.
The TAC BULLETIN

A CAVIN ••• BLANTON ••• CAVIN

COMMUNICATION.

Notice the Cessna 150 on the cover?
"What's so special about a Cessna 150, even
on the nose?''
Well, if you could look under the cowl or
It's the long awaited Escord Ford Aircraft
Javelin Aircraft Corp. of Wichita, KS and

You probably asked yourself,
tho it has a Tiger Shark painted
hear it as it flew by you'd know.
Engine Conversion as presented by
it's a real winner.

There have been Ford engines installed in maey production aircraft since
the late 20's going back to the model T, the A and Band the first V - 8.
The A, Band V - 8 were even certified by the CAA (F:A.A). All were too heavy
for the horsepower output, tho ••• and. went down the drain in public acceptance in short order.
Modern metallurgy techniques have changed all that.
New super-strong
thin walled steel castings have provided us engines that are actually much
lighter than older aluminum block engines.
We can thank OPEC 1 s great ri:p-off
as igniting an industry wide effort to rid the automobile of every possible
excess pound.
While a 100% stock Escort engine has previously flown and was displayed
in a two place Zenith at Osh last year, it only was putting out 85 H.P.
Its smoothness, dependability, low fuel consumption and low initial cost made
it attractive to quite a number of prospective builders ••• the majority hungered.
for higher performance than 85 H.P. would deliver.
Now they've got it, but it is the end result of literally hundreds of
hours of testing maey combinations of carburetor and ignition systems on the
Javelin demonstrator.
It was soon evident that a new induction system was
required if the elusive 125 H.P. goal was to be reached.
After testing
several home made manifolds one was found that would even go pa.st the 125 H.P.
goal by another 5 H.P •••• so patterns were made and sent off to Detroit for
casting.
Finally, after maey setbacks and disappointments it all came together
and on May 14th 1983 it truly became a successful aircraft engine when the 150
showed its newly acqua.ried STOL characteristics.
What might surprise you if you opened up the cowl (Hood) would be the
radiator location.
It is mounted on the left side of the engine with the
main axis fore and aft.
This location enabled the entire engine to easily
fit inside the stand.art 150 cowling.
To date it has about 15 hours of flight test time on it and is performing like a champ with zero problems.
At present they are in the throes of investigating performance with various props to zero in on optimum diameter and such.
The new day has dawned for the homebuilders with this engine.
It is the
first of a series of Escord engines for aircraft.
Soon work will begin on the
new turbocharged 1.9 Liter engine that will deliver 160 to 180 H.P. up to 7000
Ft. MSL.

There will be maey thousands of word written on these engines and the
Aircraft they will be installed in.
We will have a first-hand pilot report
on the Javelin Cessna 150 by next month.
You can also be certain that it will
be one of the stars at OSH. in •83
Dick Cavin
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Javelin Aircraft

Ford Escort 98 cu.in. Flies in a C.150

FORD 1.6 ESCORT AurO ENGINE
98 Cubic Inch
3 Gal coolant ••• 24 lbs,
Holly 7448 Carb,
2 to 1 Reduction Drive
COGG Belt 5000 HR TBO
305 lbs. as shown
125 H.P. without Turbo.
Info pack ••••••••• , •••• $ 5,00
Drawings/ Manual....... 56,00
JAVELIN AIRCRAFT CO, INC.
P,O.Box 18486
Wichita KS 67218

ThEt lacy- is
GLENDA MOLLOY 1
Office Manager
at
JAVELIN AIRCRAFT,

FLYING IN AUSTRALIA
A few years ago I was lucky enough to be sent to Australia by
the company I was working for at the time.
I knew it was going
ta b~ a ana~-in-a-lifetime kind of thing and I wanted to see as
much as I could, so I planned to fly while I was there, any way I
could.
A friend there got the forms and study booklet necessary for
getting a pilot's license and sent them to me.
Because I had a
valid US license they waived many of the requirements,
but still
required a written test on their rules and a check ride.
I
studied up and filled out the forms so I was ready when I
got
there.
I
scheduled a couple of days extra to spend in Sydney
where most of the government offices were to take care of getting
the pilot's license and also an amateur radio license, which is
another story.
I went in to the Sydney office of the Dept of Civil Aviation
and passed the written test with no problem.
The rules were
fairly common sense and much like our own,
and besides I had had
a chance to study them.
The check ride proved to be more of a
suprise, tho!
I made an appointment with a designated examiner to fly a check
ride from the Bankstown Airport,
a general avation field in the
Sydney area somewhat comparable to our Addison airport.
What
sort of exotic aircraft did I fly in this land down under on the
other side of the globe? A Cessna 150.
It may seem silly now, but at the time I had Just gone thru the
agony of learning to drive on the left side of the road in downtown Sydney traffic,
and I was really worried about what they
night have done with the controls of the airplane.
I can now
reassure you,
in case you were worried as I was, they fly on the
left side of the cockpit,
Just like we do!
Or at least, when
they buy American airplanes, they don't alter them.
I anticipated that a check ride would be some sort of a
proficiency examination.
What it was, however, was a tour of the
Sydney area to point out the boundaries 0£ the control areas.
analagous to our TCAs.
About half-way thru the tour I
realized
that the check pilot was expecting me to remember all this stuff.
I asked about a chart 0£ the area;
he replied that yes, they had
one, but he left it back at the office.
I thought to myself that
it would have saved a lot of trouble if he had brought it along!
So we continued and I tried my best to keep up with the rest of
it.
When we got back on the ground I asked again about the chart,
and he seemed to think it an irrelevant question;
we were
obviously having a misunderstanding.
I insisted, so he finally
agreed to dig out the chart of the area.
When I saw the chart,
the light dawned!
It was labeled a WAC.
but it more closely resembled a county surveyor's map.
It showed
topographical features on a large scale,
but no aviation information at all.
I now saw the problem:
the charts were useless
for finding nav-aids, control zones,
etc.
so the local pilots
didn't use them,
and all that information was passed on by word
0£ mouth!
Evidently, he had never seen one of our charts, so he
didn't know what I expected of it.
If I had known all that
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before I started, I would have paid more attention! Fortunately,
I did not do any more £lying in the Sydney area,
because I think
I would have needed another check ride to learn what I missed.
From Sydney I went to my home £or the next few months in Moree,
a
little town comparable to Muleshoe, Texas.
They had a small
aero club with two or three airplanes,
including a Cessna 172.
Hy check ride with the club's instructor had more mutual
understanding than the one in Sydney.
This fellow had checked
out American pilots be£ore.
There was not one question about
£lying the airplane, altho I £lew and he rode.
The whole exam
consisted 0£ proving I could use their charts!
He had me fly to
a
point he drew on the chart and then find the airport again.
That satisfied him I could fly in Australia!
Of course there
were no nav-aids or control zones out in that part 0£ the
country, so we didn't miss them on the chart.
It was fun and I wish I could do it again.

SUPER DUPER FLY-IN AT KILLEEN MUNI ••• SAT. JUNE 18, 1983

*

Chapter 24, IAC and the Civic Service Clubs
of Killeen, Texas are sponsoring a giant fly
in.
Free breakfast between 7:30 and 9:30 to all
hungry pilots and crews. No charge for entcy
if you take your own bird. Killeen Muni has
a tower and also a Fort (Hood).
Fly-bys, Aerobatics, Show plane awards, Jumpers and the real
Confederate Air F'orce are events scheduled. Thousands expected.
Start early and make it a Wheaties hopl
Call Hap Buce for more info. 386 - 8684
_AFTERN
_ _o_o_N_H_0_P_._._.WHERE
_ _ _TO_F_L_Y_ _ _ _ _ _ _

X

Yesterdey,Tom Hutchinson and I flew the trusty 180 out east of Addison
to watch the balloons at Dallas North and the sailplanes at Caddo Mills.
Our course took us to within a stones throw of Phillips Flying Banch.
We found it with little difficulty, East of Rockwall and South of Caddo.
After a sample approach, tcying not to scare the horses, we established
a pattern and dropped onto the nice 4000' grass & dirt strip. A taxi back
up to the hangar, a look at machines from an Ultralight to a Steannan •••
Jim Phillips and several of his camp leaders rolled up on a tractor.
Iced Tea in hand, we got the grand tour.
A neat place, I kid you not.
Jim and his wife Sue are bright vital folks ••• doing their interesting
thing.
Worth a visit and a million miles from the urban scene.
We've been invited for a fly - in sometime soon.
Chapter 168, that is.
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Please note:

We have no F'or Sale or Wanted items this month.

This valuable advertising space is available,
and all it takes is a note to Oerry Catha (who
is in uniform serving his country this month).
We all have "great stuff'' that should help us
clear out the work space ••• so let•s· send those
For Sale or Wanted treasures in, and get a good
trade going in the Chapter. How about it?
Next month we promise to run a story by Norm Seaton.
Time and space did not allow it this month. AND ••••
If you have something you would like to sa:y about
our favorite subject, please type it up and send it
in to Mutt Wa:y.
We are going to need more material
now that Dick Cavin has turned his talents more to
commercial writing and picture taking.
We are open
to suggestions,too.
We might even start an editorial
page with letters to the editorl
HANGAR ECHOES IS A GOOD FORUM
These are wild times for General Av:iation
and Experimental endeavors, small airports and
private aircraft.
I think we should get into
the act. In this respect, when you read stuf'f
that should be exposed to the membership ••• send
in clips and we'll try to write a story around
the infonnation.
Thanks •••
Ernie

A PICTURE OF THAT FAMOUS
50 :rt • OBSTACLE WE ALL

KNOW ABOUT BUT HAVE NEVER
SEEN.
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FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business • • • Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Call:
Deimo (Pitts Special) Johnson
1720 Regal Row, 638/4700 or 638/1900

Flying a PITTS
MAKES YOU SPECIAL !

ALCOA-the
GasoLEAN machine!

We're proud to announce our
appointment as a dealer for
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a
full line of parts, kits, and
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUilT
AIRPLANES, including the
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate
fabulous NEW two place
aircraft for instruction AND
unlimited competition.

We are STOCKING distributors
for the entire line of quality
products - TCP, Vernier Controls,
EGT's, CHT's and engine
analyzers, featuring the
fantastic new MCCA series,
the instruments that allow
you to visually monitor all
cylinders simultaneously.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 40002
Garland, Texas 75040
(214) 271-7320

Hangar (South B1,1ilding):
Rockwall Airport (West Side)
Rockwall, Texas 75087
(214) 722-8375

lBwce Swft~t

Joanne Swfi~t

Chief Barnstormer

Chief Anonymous

AN, MS. NAS & COMMERCIAL FASTENERS

A & B FASTENERS, INC.
ALVIN BOYANTON
PRESIDENT

P. 0. BOX 208S3

2 14/3S0-70S 1

2929 LADYBIRD LN.

DALLAS, TX 75220

~
SEATON & SEATON
AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE
NORMAN N

SEATON. CFI

21 •-270-3791

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts

~

Engines
Radios

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

BILLY R. WOFFORD
INCREASED H.P.
FUEL EFFICIENT
REDUCES FRICTION

AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER
Ft. Worth, TX 76180
(817) 281-6458
BETTER COOLING
LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT MATER:,tALS
.
.
STITS DISTRIBUTOR
LONG-EZE, DRAGONFLY
BEST PROCESS
SAF-T-POXY, FIBERGLASS,
BEST PRICES
FOAM AND ACCESSORIES.
BEST SERVICE

,,

ALPHA PLASTICS, INC.
Route 1, Box 231
West, Texas 76691
(817) 826-3639
VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
SAME OR NEXT DAY SHIPMENT . ...

8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)
Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

SPRUCE

AIRPLANE KITS

~

WELDED
ASSEMBLIES
HARDWARE

Alpha Aviation Supply Co.
P. 0. BOX641

e

GREENVILLE, TEXAS 74501

214-455-3593

~[ruo~~ • [p)~

~~w•[n)~ lR1®[n)©~·

Rt.1,Box183B
~
Rockwall, Texas 75087
Metro 226-7610
______
_..-·-.. ' (214) 563-3765
·
-~ - - ~ --

~
SUMMER CAMP- Boys and Girls, age 7 -17
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats
AIRPORT- Fuel, Instruction, Hangers
Luxury Guest House
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